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SECTION-A 

(SUPPLEMENTARY READER/COURSE BOOK----22M)     

 

A) CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER.                                                                                                  4M 

1) How does Farida reach the tea stall? 

a) In two skips b)Three more hops c)In five leaps 

2) When does it finally rain? 

a) On Sunday b)On Saturday c)On Thursday 

3) Who is Luna? 

a) a Curious bat b)a clever bat c)a naughty bat 

4) How does the merry-go-round move? 
  a)It moves fastly b)It moves slowly c)It moves gently 

 

B) WHO MAKES THESE SOUNDS.                                                                                                    2M 

1.Cheep-Cheep !    :_________________ 

2. ribbet-dibbet  : __________________ 

 

C)MATCH THE FOLLOWING                                                                                                              4M 

                 A                                                                  B 

1. tailor a. beach 
 

2. fish b. stiches clothes 
 

3. Meenu & Grandpa c. a song 
 

4. sing d. visit a park 
 

 



D)FILL IN THE BLANKS.                                                                                                                   6M 

1.Jeena tries to  her laces. 

2.Luna thinks that  is the best. 

3.The leaves under the tree looks like a _____________ 

4.At last, she pulls the laces ______________ 

5.She puts some _____________ and _____________ on the table. 

 

E)ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.(ANY 4)                                                                    6M 

Q1)What does Brad’s mother tell him? 
A1.__________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Q2)What does the merry-go-round want to do? 
A2.__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q3.What do Ali’s parents buy for him 

A3.__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q4)When does it finally rain? 

A4.__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q5)What does Ali do on Thursday? 

A5.__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

                                                                        SECTION-B 

( GRAMMAR -----18 M ) 

F)Fill in the blanks with There is / There are                                                                                 1M 

1.__________________ many people at the fair. 

2.__________________ a big tree near my house. 

 



G)Complete the following questions with question words.    1M 

 
 

1.`___________is the class monitor. 

2.____________is your teachers name. 

 

H) Circle Has / Have for the following sentences.                                                                         1M 

1.I have / has a beautiful red dress. 

2.The chair have / has four legs. 

 
I)Rewrite these sentences with the help of Capital Letters / Full Stop / Question Marks in the 
correct places.                                                                                                                                     4M 

1.today sinan went to india  

 

2.when is your birthday 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

3.february is the shortest month 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

J)Circle the right word  for the following sentences.                                                                1M 

1.That  /  These is a playground. 

2.These / This are the story books.   

 

K)Complete these sentences with the correct form of words in the given brackets.        3M 

1.Suresh  an apple everyday. ( eat / eats ) 

2. Last Sunday, Rafan ______________his bedroom. ( clean / cleaned) 

3.The boy  his bicycle. ( ride / rides) 

 

Who How What 



L)Look at the picture and fill with prepositions ( in / on / at / under )                                 2M 

1.A pen  a book.  

2.___________winter we to drink hot soup. 

 

3.The cat is  a chair 

4.I get up ____________ 6 ‘O’ clock. 
 

M) Join the below pair of sentences using conjunction( and )                                                 1M 

1.Fayha is reading a lesson.Fayha is writing it. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

N)Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follows.                                 4M 

Almost everything about elephant is big.They are the largest animals that live on land.There 

are two kinds of elephants:the Indian elephant and the African elephants.Elephants have 

very big, very thin ears. They use their ears to cool themselves down.An elephants trunk can 

smell food, water and predators.They need very strong legs to support their heavy 

bodies.Elephants tusks are really long, curved teeth. Elephants use their tusks to dig food 

and water and to fight. 

 

 
Q1.How many kinds of elephants are there? 

Ans.  

Q2.What does elephants trunk smell ? 

Ans.  

Q3.Why elephants need strong legs? 

Ans.  

Q4.What are the tusks? 

Ans.___________________________________________________________________________



 


